Background: In addition to the regulatory elements already known, for instance, transcription factors or post-translation modifications, there is growing interest in the regulatory role played by non-coding RNA molecules (ncRNA), whose functions are performed at a different level of biological information processing. Model organisms provide a convenient way of working in the laboratory, and different research groups use these models to conduct studies on the cellular mechanisms present in these organisms. Although some ncRNAs elements have been found in the Halobacterium salinarum model organism, we believe that not enough is known about these genomic regions. Methods: Therefore, an in silico analysis for ncRNA identification was conducted on H. salinarum NRC-1. Considering a data integration perspective and some available methodologies, several machine learning models were built and used to designate candidate ncRNAs genome regions. Results: A total of 42 new ncRNAs were identified. Combing analysis with other available tools, it had been observed that some suggested candidates also was found with different methodologies and thus, it highlights the proposed results.
Notably, the progress in biological knowledge has been widely guided by genomic data 2 processing, where computational models emerge leading to a fuller understanding of 3 biological mechanisms [8] . Model organisms have been used to discover general 4 principles underlying more complex characteristics in all domains of life. Research based 5 on the study of these organisms are oriented according to various interests, including 6 those that are economical, agricultural and environmental, and those that involve 7 human health [7] . The feasibility of model organisms for experimental studies is a great 8 advantage , since they are easy to cultivate in the laboratory, and can be genetically 9 modified [1, 7] . Among these, some research groups have worked with the archeal model 10 organism Halobaterium salinarum NRC-1 and several characterization analyses have the existence of multiple methodologies to identify ncRNAs, it is difficult to rely on 23 available strategies solely. Thus, in the present work, we developed an integrative in 24 silico analysis to accurately predict new ncRNAs in H. salinarum NRC-1, aiming to 25 contribute to the identification of these important regulatory elements. In order to 26 ensure a significant strategy to select potential genome regions of ncRNAs, by 27 complementing the available approaches, we also applied a Machine Learning (ML) 28 based method to support our findings. Moreover, we gathered a collection of 29 experimental data to increase the reliability of our results. 
Materials and Methods

31
Currently available ncRNA prediction tools 32 Some conventional methods to predict ncRNAs are based mainly on primary sequence 33 information. These approaches attempt to use homology and structure characteristics in 34 order to perform their searches against ncRNA databases. The RNAspace platform the original values. In another approach, we partitioned the regions according to [11] .
67
All models were evaluated and the results will be described in the next section.
68
ML features
69
Considering all genome annotated regions, we gathered available data sources procedures of the developed approach are illustrated in Figure 1 . First, the input data 110 were processed in order to define ML features, using both available genomic annotation 111 and representative information over these regions, such as experimental expression data 112 and sequence properties (conservation, predicted structure). Considering the ML model, 113 a sliding window strategy was applied across the entire genome. In general terms, the 114 strategy splits the genome into several overlapping fragments, then uses these fragments 115 as inference for the ML model.Subsequently, the probability ncRNA signal is obtained 116 by manipulating the probability associated with each fragment. We defined peaks of 117 high probability using signal processing procedures and then considered overlapping 118 peaks to define candidate ncRNA regions. Finally, the final candidate regions were 119 evaluated and filtered considering different experimental data and methodologies. Figure 2 . Area under the curve score showing the performances of the classifiers in 10-fold cross validation. We considered nine classifiers (Bayes Net, BN; Decision Tree, DT; Logistic Regression, LG; Naive Bayes, NB; Random Forest, RF; Rules Based, RB; and support vector machines (SVM) with tree kernels -polynomial, linear and radial basis function (RBF)). Two models, M1 and M2, were generated manipulating the training set annotations.
Predictive behavior of the ML model
121
To ensure an unbiased evaluation of our ML models, we used a procedure that involves 122 a sliding window prediction strategy across the entire H. salinarum NRC-1 genome.
123
This procedure helped us to investigate the predictive behavior of the developed ML nt [11] . To visualize the performance of the applied algorithms, using these two different 131 training sets, the area under the curve (AUC) was plotted in Figure 2 . In total, 50354 fragments were used in this step, which covered all bases of 139 the chromosome at plus strand. The fragmentation followed the same considerations 140 described in [11] . After conducting inference process for each fragment, we found the 141 ncRNA class probability value assigned to each genomic position. To map the 142 overlapping fragments cases, all overlapping positions were taken together by the mean. 143 We identified the most important regions (with high ncRNA probability) using a 144 segmentation signal approach, which basically defined the start and end of each peak by 145 checking the probability value variation, by comparing each position with the mean of 146 all probability signals. To precisely evaluate the ML model prediction sensibility, we Interestingly, the majority of false positives corresponded to UTR class ( Figure 3) . In 162 summary, our results show that when we partitioned training regions (M2), the signals 163 peaks displayed a more distinctive signature: reduced number of high ncRNA class 164 probability candidates and few of them mapped to annotated regions. In order to better 165 visualize these features, we plotted, using Gaggle Genome Browser
166
(http://gaggle.systemsbiology.net/docs/geese/genomebrowser/), the probability signal 167 over the entire chromosome of H. salinarum considering plus strand (Figure 4) . Indeed, 168 the high peaks are clearly distinctively across the whole genome range and are mainly 169 located in intergenic regions. TSSaRNA-VNG1213C ( Figure 6 ) was experimentally evaluated in [23] . The peaks 
206
Some of these are differentially expressed in the growth curve. Moreover, all candidates 207 have shown an enrichment of starting read information.
208 Figure 6 . TSSaRNA-VNG1213C was experimentally evaluated in [23] . The peaks defined by the classifiers were clearly high in the ncRNA genomic region. Both growth curve expression profile and reference wild type condition expression show changes across the highlighted area. There is an enrichment of aligned starting reads overlapping the 5' region.
Integrative prediction results
209
For a further assessment of the newly identified ncRNA genomic regions, we integrated 210 predictions combining results of different methodologies. We applied some available 211 tools and summarized as follows: similarity based approaches (YASS and BLAST),
212
essentially identifying regions related to tRNAs and rRNAs. The tRNAscan-SE tool also 213 identifies tRNAs, since it applies a more specific search. pNRC100  143801  143960  ncRNAc30 p12  forward  yes  pNRC100  112761  113200  ncRNAc31 p01  reverse  no  pNRC100  115681  115920  ncRNAc32 p05  reverse  no  pNRC100  116841  117040  ncRNAc33 p09  reverse  yes  pNRC100  133641  134000  ncRNAc34 p16  reverse  no  pNRC200  129161  129240  ncRNAc35 p02  forward  no  pNRC200  133161  133320  ncRNAc36 p03  forward  yes  pNRC200  205361  205440  ncRNAc37 p05  forward  no  pNRC200  223321  223520  ncRNAc38 p07  forward  yes  pNRC200  274321  274360  ncRNAc39 p12  forward  yes  pNRC200  155881  156160  ncRNAc40 p04  reverse  no  pNRC200  244401  244560  ncRNAc41 p10  reverse  yes  pNRC200  262561  262600  ncRNAc42 TSSaRNA results, and 25% of them were also found using a distinct methodology and 255 offer support to our findings. We believe that the final work-flow can be automated and 256 applied to other organisms (allowing comparisons with other approaches).
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